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Background: Cross-scctional and prospective studies have provided evidence of the neurotoxic effect of early 
exposure to fluoride (F) in pregnancy. It has been negatively associated with cognitive development during 
childhood, with most research conducted in areas with high F levels in community drinking water (CDW). 
Method: Data from 316 to 248 mother-child pairs from the Infancia y Medio Ambiente (Childhood and Envi
ronment, INMA) birth cohort project with maternal urinary F level adjusted for creatinine (MUFcr) measure
ments in the first and third trimesters of pregnancy. Children’s cognitive domains and intelligence indexes were 
evaluated using the Bayley Scales (age of 1) and the McCarthy Scales (age of 4). Multiple linear regression 
analyses were carried out adjusting for a wide range of covariates related to the child, mother, family context and 
other potential neurotoxicants.
Results: No association was found between MUFcr levels and Bayley Mental Development Index score. Never
theless, regarding the McCarthy scales, it was found that per unit (mg/g) of MUFcr across the whole pregnancy, 
scores in boys were greater for the verbal, performance, numeric and memory domains (p = 13.86, CI 95%; 3.91, 
23.82), (p = 5.86, CI 95%: 0.32, 11.39), (p = 6.22, CI 95%: 0.65, 11.79) and (p = 11.63, CI 95%: 2.62, 20.63) 
respectively and for General Cognitive Index (p = 15.4, CI 95%: 6.32, 24.48). For girls there was not any 
cognitive score significantly associated with MUFcr, being the sex-F interactions significant (P interaction 
<0.05). Including other toxicants levels, quality of family context or deprivation index did not substantially 
change the results.

Abbreviations: As, Arsenic; BSID, Bayley Scales of Infant Development; CI, Confidence interval; CDW, Community Drinking water; DW, drinking water; F, Fluoride; 
FGDW, Fluoridated community drinking water; GCI, General cognitive index; HES, Haezi-Etxadi Scale; Hg, Mercury; INMA, INfancia y Medio Ambiente -Environment 
and Childhood- Project; IQ, intelligence quotient; MDI, Mental development index; Mn, Manganese; MSCA, McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities; MUF, maternal 
urinary fluoride; MUFcr, maternal urinary Fluoride adjusted by creatinine; NFCDW, Non-Fluoridated community drinking water; Pb, Lead; SD, Standard deviation.
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Conclusions: In boys, positive associations were observed between MUFcr and scores in cognitive domains at the 

age of 4. These findings are inconsistent with those from some previous studies and indicate the need for other 

population-based studies to confirm or overturn these results at low levels of F in CDW.

1. Introduction

Fluoride (F“), the ionic form of the chemical element fluorine, is 
found in soil, air and water, especially in waters containing elements like 
sodium, potassium or chlorine that solubilize fluorine-bearing minerals, 
such as fluorite (Mondal et al., 2016). It is also intentionally added to 
toothpaste, salt, milk or drinking water in some areas where natural F 
content is low, as a public health measure for the prevention of dental 
caries. The addition of F to drinking water has been considered among 
the top-ten public health achievements of the 20th century, as it 
considerably decreased caries in children, especially those from a low 
social class (Jones et al., 2005; Khan et al., 2015). Nonetheless, given 
that oral hygiene has improved in the general population since the 
adoption of this measure, the decision to maintain community water 
fluoridation is controversial among public health practitioners, because 
of the possible health implications of high doses. Indeed, high F doses 
can induce dental or skeletal fluorosis (Bronckers et al., 2009; Indermitte 
et al., 2009; Liteplo, 2002). Other effects, such as a potential impact on 
neurodevelopment, need to be further investigated, especially in child 
populations. To date, animal models inform about moderate and small 
behavioral and developmental (learning and memory) effects (U.S. 
National Toxicology Program, 2016).

Maternal F exposure during pregnancy may be relevant for children’s 
future neurodevelopment, given that the F can cross the placenta and 
penetrate the fetal blood-brain barrier (ASTDR (Agency for Toxic Sub
stances and Disease Registry), 2003; Goasdoue et al., 2017), and then 
accumulate in cerebral tissues (Khan et al., 2015; Razdan et al., 2017). It 
is important to note that structural and functional changes in the central 
nervous system, specifically in the fetal period and during the first years 
of life, may lead to cognitive impairments (Choi et al., 2015). Most 
epidemiologic studies assessing neurodevelopmental effects have been 
ecological and cross-sectional and have estimated F exposure by 
measuring F concentration in drinking water and assessing water con
sumption habits rather than measuring F in individuals (Aravind et al., 
2016; Choi et al., 2012; Grandjean, 2019; Khan et al., 2015; Razdan 
et al., 2017; Sebastian and Sunitha, 2015). The majority of these studies 
have been conducted in endemic areas, where a high F content in water 
(0.9-11.0 mg/L) occurs naturally, such as in Mexico, India, Iran and 
China. Systematic reviews conducted by Choi et al. (2012) and Grand
jean (2019) concluded that the available research data points towards a 
possible adverse effect of high F exposure on children’s neuro
development. Nonetheless, given that most of the studies available are 
based on intake of high vs low F in water, there is a clear need to carry 
out studies in non-endemic areas, for example, to obtain information 
about the safety of community water fluoridation. The range of F levels 
recommended in public drinking water by the World Health Organiza
tion is: 0.7-1.2 mg/L (2004). Further, many of the aforementioned 
cross-sectional studies show no or poor control of potential confounders 
in the statistical analyses performed.

New approaches, employing a prospective design, using mother and 
child cohorts, and individual biological measurements of F, provide data 
on early exposure during pregnancy, relevant to critical-phases of neu
rodevelopment and information of a wide range of variables of interest. 
A Mexican birth cohort recruiting pregnant women in Jalisco, an area 
with endemic hydrofluorosis (2.6-3.7 mg/L), found a negative associ
ation between cognitive development and maternal urinary fluoride 
(MUF) in samples collected during the three trimesters of pregnancy in 
children from 3 to 15 months of age (Valdez-Jimenez et al., 2017). A 
second study also from Mexico (Mexico City) in which F levels in com
munity drinking water (CDW) were lower than in the former study 

(0.15-1.38 mg/L), but where the general population was also exposed to 
fluoridated salt, also showed an inverse association with cognitive 
function at 6 and 6-12 years of age (Bashash et al., 2017). A third lon
gitudinal study included mother-child pairs living in communities sup
plied with fluoridated water and others supplied with non-fluoridated 
water in six cities across Canada. In this case and in contrast to the 
Mexican studies, the inverse association was observed in boys but not in 
girls (Green et al., 2019). On the contrary, a recent Swedish retrospec
tive cohort study did not found a negative association between F levels 
and cognitive ability measured at 18-20 years old men, from the na
tional military conscription (Aggeborn and Oehman, 2021). Similarly, a 
New Zealand study, based on a birth cohort followed until the age of 38 
years, neither found significant association in IQ related to water fluo
ridation levels (Broadbent et al., 2015).

Other factors potentially influencing neuropsychological develop
ment are the co-exposure to pollutants (from water or other environ
mental sources) with neurotoxic effects during pregnancy. Specifically, 
sex-dependent adverse effects on neuropsychological outcomes related 
to early environmental exposure have been reported for other environ
mental neurotoxicants (Gochfeld, 2017; Evans et al., 2014: Lertxundi 
et al., 2019) but are not routinely explored. Animal, ecological and 
cross-sectional studies have provided some evidence for an earlier and 
latter sexual maturation in females and males respectively related to F 
exposure (NRG , 2006; Liu et al., 2019). Besides, there is a paucity of 
information about sex-dependent neurocognitive effects which is 
inconsistent and mostly limited to ecological studies. Co-exposure to F 
and other toxic metalloids and metals from the same or different sources 
have recently been considered. For instance, co-exposure to F and 
arsenic (As) in water has generated great interest in recent epidemio
logical research, although exposure to other co-pollutants such as lead 
(Pb) and mercury (Hg) has also been explored (Bashash et al., 2017; 
Green et al., 2019).

A true negative fluoride-neurodevelopment association in children 
would have major health implications not only in endemic areas but also 
in areas with community water fluoridation. Therefore, the aim of this 
study was to assess the association between maternal F exposure during 
pregnancy and neurodevelopmental outcomes in 1- and 4-year-old 
children in the INMA-Gipuzkoa cohort (from the Spanish for Environ
ment and Childhood: INfanciay Medio Ambiente).

2. Methods

2.1. Study population

This study draws on data from a mother and child birth cohort 
established in Gipuzkoa, Spain (Guxens et al., 2012). It should be noted 
that, among the different subcohorts of the INMA project, only Gipuzkoa 
had an active community fluoridated drinking water (CFDW) program 
in place across drinking water treatment plants serving more than 30, 
000 inhabitants. In the distribution systems with less than 30,000 in
habitants community drinking water was not fluoridated. The recruit
ment of mother-child pairs took place during the first antenatal visit to 
the gynecologist in the public referral hospital. Participating mothers 
received antenatal follow-up towards the end of the first trimester or 
early in the second trimester (mean + standard deviation) (13.9 + 1.5 
weeks) and towards the end of the third trimester (32.8 ± 2.6 weeks). 
The inclusion criteria were: maternal age >16 years old, singleton 
pregnancy, recruitment during the first trimester of pregnancy, preg
nancy achieved without assisted reproduction techniques, planned birth 
in the referral hospital and no communication problems in Spanish or 
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Basque (Guxens et al., 2012). In total, 638 pregnant women met the 
inclusion criteria and agreed to be enrolled in the INMA study. Of the 
612 children born, 433 (78.9%) underwent neuropsychological testing 
at the age of 1 and 379 (61.9%) at the age of 4.

Participants were required to meet the following criteria: 1) children 
with data on neuropsychological assessment at 1 year of age, 2) children 
with data on neuropsychological assessment at 4 years of age provided 
they also had data on this assessment at 1 year of age (criterion 1), and 
3) mothers with data on maternal urinary F level adjusted for creatinine 
(MUFcr) at the first and third trimesters of pregnancy. Additional ana
lyses were also performed including, besides the former women, those 
with an impaired MUFcr sample.

MUFcr was analyzed in all the mothers with urine samples available. 
In total, there were 393 maternal samples with data on MUFcr levels for 
both trimesters. 316 and 248 mother-child pairs had complete infor
mation on respectively MUFcr for both trimesters and neuropsycho
logical outcomes at 1 and 4 years of age. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart. All 
participating mothers gave written informed consent for themselves and 
on behalf of their children after the Ethics Committee of Donostia 
Hospital (Gipuzkoa) approved the protocol.

2.2. Fluoride in drinking water and type of drinking water consumed

Data on drinking water source (tap or bottled) and the amount of 
water consumed was obtained through food and drink questionnaires 
(Vioque et al., 2013), administered in the first and third trimesters of 
pregnancy. These questionnaires collected data about the brand of 
bottled water (BW) consumed but not its quantity, and hence, neither 
the amount of water nor the amount of F intake could be calculated for 
women who consumed BW. The CFDW and community non-fluoridated 
drinking water systems (CNFDW) supplied, during pregnancy, water 
with F levels of 0.81 ± 0.15 mg/L (mean ± standard deviation) vs < 0.1 
mg/L. The study area covers the regions of Goierri and Urola in the 
province of Gipuzkoa (Basque Country) and had a population of 89,000 
inhabitants distributed in 25 municipalities, with a population ranging 
from 127 to 13,900 inhabitants. In 18 municipalities the distributed 
drinking water comes from 3 conventional treatment plants (pretreat
ment, coagulation, sedimentation, filtration and disinfection) that also 

included fluoridation in 2 of them. The remaining 7 municipalities were 
supplied with water treated with filtration and disinfection. Three res
ervoirs were the source of raw water for the 3 conventional treatment 
plants; spring water for the rest 7 villages or small towns. In all, 15 
municipalities are supplied with CFDW (62% of the population) and 10 
with CNFDW (38%). Raw and treated water quality is soft and in low in 
minerals in all the municipalities (Gobierno, 2020). From the food and 
drink questionnaires administered during pregnancy, we identified the 
ten most consumed BW brands and then ascertained that F levels in 
these brands ranged from 0.07 to 0.48 mg/L.

Among the 316 pregnant women with information on MUFcr, whose 
children underwent neuropsychological testing at the age of 1, 36.7% 
consumed CFDW, 37.3% CNFDW and 24.4% BW. Among the 248 
pregnant women with information on MUFcr, whose children under
went neuropsychological testing at age 4, 35.5% consumed FDW, 38.3% 
NFDW and 24.2% BW (Table 1). The percentage of pregnant women that 
used BW for cooking was extremely low (1.1%).

2.3. Biomarker ofF exposure

F measured in maternal urine spot samples was used as biomarker of 
prenatal exposure. F in urine has been considered a good biomarker for F 
levels as excretion is in equilibrium with F intake (Aylward et al., 2015; 
Bashash et al., 2017). Maternal urine samples from the first and third 
trimesters were aliquoted and stored in 10-mL glass vials at -20 °C. The 
analyses were carried out in the Laboratory of the Institute of Agro
chemistry and Food Technology (lATA-CSIC) in Valencia. The concen
tration of F in urine samples was quantified by potentiometry using an 
ion-selective electrode (DX219-F, Mettler Toledo). Total ionic strength 
adjustment buffer (TISAB) II was used to adjust the pH and ionic 
strength of the urine samples. This solution was prepared from 58 
mg/mL of NaCl (Panreac), 10 mg/mL of trans-l,2-diaminocyclohex- 
ane-N,N,N',N’-tetraacetic acid monohydrate (DCTA, Fluka) and 57 
pL/mL of glacial acetic acid (Panreac). The TISAB II pH was adjusted to 
between 4.8 and 5.2 with a 7% (w/v) solution of NaOH (Prolabo). TISAB 
II was added at a final concentration of 20% (v/v). The quantification 
was performed with an F calibration curve (0.010-10 mg/L) prepared 
from NaF (1000 mg/L as F, Panreac) in 20% (v/v) TISAB II. Quality

At birth 
n=612

3rd trimester 
N=618

Irst trimester 
n=S38

1 year (Bayiey) 
n=500

4 years (McCarthy) 
n=395

MUFcr (mg/g) AVAILABILITY

IstorSrdTRiMESTER BOTHTRiMESTERS

N=613 N=393

N=316

N=248

Fig. 1. Flowchart showing mother-child pairs included in the analyses described in this paper.
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*Nuinber (N) of subjects and the proportion in each category have been used for 

categorical variables and mean and standard deviation (sd) for continuous 

variables. **Deprivation index: MEDEA project.

Table 1
Characteristics of the study sample.

N (%)/mean (sd)* Bayley McCarthy

N = 316 N = 248

Mother

Maternal age 31.2 (3.4) 31.5 (3.4)
BMI 22.9 (3.3) 22.8 (3.4)

Educational level
Primary or without education 39 (12.3%) 33 (13.3%)
Secondary 112 (35.4%) 89 (35.9%)
University 164 (51.9%) 126 (50.8%)
Missing 1 (0.3%)

Social class
No manual 177 (56.0%) 147 (59.3%)
Manual 139 (44.0%) 101 (40.7%)

MEDEA Index of deprivation (4 years)**
1 Very low 22 (7.0%) 19 (7.7%)
2 Low 100 (31.6%) 78 (31.4%)
3 Moderate 117 (37.0%) 85 (34.3%)
4 High 57 (18.0%) 52 (21.0%)
5 Very high 20 (6.3%) 14 (5.6%)
Maternal IQ 9.90 (2.8) 9.91 (2.7)
Smoking in pregnancy

No 252 (79.7%) 199 (80.2%)
Yes 61 (19.3%) 45 (18.1%)
Missing 3 (1.0%) 4 (1.6%)

Zone
Non fluoridated zone 153 (48.4%) 123 (49.6%)
Fluoridated zone 160 (50.6%) 124 (50.0%)
Missing 3 (1.0%) 1 (0.4%)

Type of drinking water
Community fluoridated drinking water (CFDW) 116 (36.7%) 88 (35.5%)
Community not fluoridated drinking water 118 (37.3%) 95 (38.3%)
(CNFDW)
Bottled water 77 (24.4%) 60 (24.2%)
Missing 5 (1.6%) 5 (2 0%)

Parity
0 186 (58.9%) 146 (58.9%)
>0 130 (41.1%) 102 (41.1%)
Missing

Child

Order between brothers/sisters
Not first 129 (40.8%) 100 (40.3%)
First 187 (59.2%) 148 (59.7%)
Missing

Sex
Female 170 (53.8%) 123 (49.6%)
Male 146 (46.2%) 125 (50.4%)

Nursery 1 year
No 159 (50.3%) 123 (49.6%)
Yes 139 (44.0%) 113 (45.6%)
Missing 18 (5.7%) 12 (4.8%)

Preterm
No 305 (96.5%) 240 (96.8%)
Yes 8 (2.5%) 6 (2.4%)
Missing 3 (1.0%) 2 (0.8%)

Small for gestational age
No 288 (91.1%) 222 (89.5%)
Yes 24 (7.6%) 22 (8.9%)
Missing 4(1.3%) 4(1.6%)

Breastfeeding weeks 29.2 28.5
(19.9%) (19.8%)

control was carried out by analyzing a urine reference sample (Medi- 
safe® Metalle U, LGC Standards) with a certified F concentration 
(assigned value: 10 mg/L; confidence interval: 7.6-12.4 mg/L). The 
limit of quantification (LOQ), calculated as 10 times the standard de
viation of the F concentration in 20 blanks, was found to be 0.0052 
mg/L. MUF levels were adjusted for creatinine and reported as F mg/g 
creatinine (MUFcr). Urinary creatinine was determined at the Norma
tive Public Health Laboratory of Bilbao, Basque Country, by the Jaffe 

method (compensated kinetic with target measurement), with Roche 
reagents, in a Hitachi 911 auto-analyzer.

2.4. Child neurodevelopment evaluation

The neuropsychological development of the children was assessed at 
14.6 ± 0.8 months and 4.4 ± 0.1 years (mean ± SD) using the Bayley 
Scales of Infant Development (BSID) (Bayley, 1977) and a standardized 
version of the McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (MSCA) adapted to 
the Spanish population (McCarthy, 2009) respectively.

The Bayley Mental Development Index (MDI) consists of 163 items 
that assesses cognitive development and communication skills by eval
uating skills such as performance abilities, memory, and early verbal 
communication. All testing was carried out in local health centers in the 
presence of the mother, father or another caregiver by specially trained 
neuropsychologists who were blinded to the child’s F exposure status. 
To limit inter-observer variability, we applied a strict protocol, 
including training sessions in which inter-observer differences were 
discussed (Guxens et al., 2012). The scores according to the age were 
standardized to a mean of 100 points with a standard deviation of 15 
points. Higher scores indicated better general cognitive development.

The MSCA were designed to evaluate children’s general intellectual 
abilities and their strengths and weaknesses. They comprise 18 subtests 
that yield standardized test scores for 6 scales. The verbal scale refers to 
cognitive tasks related to the processing of verbal information; the 
performance scale refers to cognitive tasks related to perceptual infor
mation processing, including manual skills; the quantitative scale as
sesses quantitative abilities; the global memory scale considers short
term retention of information (verbal, visual or quantitative), and the 
General Cognitive Index (GCI) calculated using the first three scales 
(McCarthy, 2009). Lastly, there is a motor scale, but this was not 
included in the study. Raw MSCA scores were normalized to a mean of 
100 (SD 15), higher scores indicating better neuropsychological 
abilities.

2.5. Covariates

Data on maternal sociodemographic characteristics were gathered 
using questionnaires completed during the first and third trimester of 
pregnancy. These included: age of the mother, maternal social class 
(based on occupation, derived from the longest-held occupation re
ported during pregnancy or for mothers not working during their 
pregnancy, their most recent occupation, regrouped into two categories: 
non-manual workers [I -|- II -|- III for managers, technicians, associate 
professionals and other non-manual workers], and manual workers [IV 
-H V for skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers] (Domi- 
ngo-Salvany et al., 2013)), educational level (secondary or less, uni
versity), country of birth (Spain, another country), body mass index 
(BMI), parity (0, >1), smoking during pregnancy (yes, no, reported at 
the at first and third trimesters of pregnancy), alcohol consumption (no 
or occasional, more than occasional), diet (drinking water sources -tap 
or brands of bottled water-, and the amount of water consumed only 
from the tap was estimated through a food and drink questionnaire 
(Vioque et al., 2013) and duration (weeks) of breastfeeding. Further
more, when the child reached around 15 months of age, maternal scores 
on the Similarities subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence-Third 
Edition (WAIS-III) (Wechsler and Kaufman, 2001) were assessed as a 
proxy for maternal IQ, given that this subtest has been shown to be a 
good predictor of global IQ (Wechsler, 1997). In order to control the 
possible confounding effects of the socioeconomic level, in addition to 
the social class of the mother, the deprivation index at the census section 
level was used (Dominguez-Berjon et al., 2008) in the sensitivity 
analysis.

In addition, we collected data on characteristics of the children: sex, 
birth order, whether they were premature (born before 37 weeks of 
pregnancy) (World Health Organization (WHO), 2015), whether they 
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were small for gestational age (birth weight below 10th percentile for 
gestational age and sex considering national reference values (Carra- 
scosa et al., 2004)) and whether they attended a kindergarten before 2 
years of age. All questionnaires were administered face-to-face by 
trained interviewers.

Recent research provides empirical support for the view that the 
family context has a significant impact on children’s cognitive devel
opment. Scores on the Haezi-Etxadi Scale (HES) (Arranz et al., 2014; 
Barreto et al., 2017), assessing the influence of the quality of family 
context on children’s cognitive development in early childhood, were 
available at the age of 4 year. This scale is based on the Home Obser
vation for Measurement of the Environment Inventory (Bradley, 2009; 
Caldwell and Bradley, 1984) and the developmental history interview 
proposed by Pettit et al. (1997), but also incorporates new variables 
gathered by observational procedures.

Additional analyses included neurotoxic substances detected in 
maternal urine samples during pregnancy, such as total As (pg/g) and 
manganese (Mn, pg/g), both adjusted for creatinine, and Hg in umbilical 
cord blood (pg/1). Following the type of analyses carried out in previous 
cohort studies (Bashash et al., 2017; Green et al., 2019), we decided to 
include also Pb levels. In our case Pb had been measured in cord blood, 
although the levels of the samples with levels above the limit of quan
tification (2 pg/dl) were very low (5.9%). Iodine was also included in the 
main model due to, on the one hand, the association between urinary 
iodine (pg/g adjusted for creatinine) and cognitive scores in childhood 
(Levie et al., 2019), and on the other, the potential effect of F, as an 
endocrine disruptor, on thyroid function (NRC , 2006; Peckham et al., 
2015).

2.6. Data handling and statistical analysis

The study sample was described in terms of the characteristics of 
mothers and children using percentages, means and 95% confidence 
intervals (Cis). Bivariate analyses of the mean MUFcr levels and Bayley 
and McCarthy scale scores by: 1) maternal characteristics (including 
sociodemographic, behavioral and reproductive) and habits (type of 
water consumed) and 2) child characteristics (including sex, breastfed, 
small for gestational age, and prematurity) and habits (nursery atten
dance), were analyzed by Student’s t tests or one-way analysis of vari
ance. Pearson correlations were calculated between urinary F levels and 
children’s scores on each of the Bayley and McCarthy scales.

Based on this analysis, the variables with a p value below 0.2 were 
included in the multiple linear regression models, which were con
ducted for each of the Bayley and McCarthy cognitive scales, in order to 
explore the association of the F exposure during pregnancy on the per
formance of neuropsychological tests. In the multiple linear regression, 
the criterion for statistical significance was p < 0.05. Parameter esti
mates were expressed as regression coefficients and their 95% Cis 
associated with one-unit increase in MUFcr level. Residuals from each 
model had approximately normal distributions, and their Q-Q plots 
revealed no extreme outliers. Plots of residuals against fitted values did 
not suggest any assumption violations. Effect modification by sex was 
studied by including an interaction term in the regression model. For 
scales for which the interaction between sex and F was significant, re
sults in the tables are presented separately for girls and boys. The as
sociation with GCI and the other cognitive scale scores appears to be 
linear across the range of MUFcr during pregnancy. GAM models are 
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.

Further, analyses were performed including in the main regression 
model data available on the HES score and other pollutants that have 
been considered neurotoxic, namely, total As, Mn, Pb and Hg. Iodine, 
which is a bioelement essential for life, was also included. All statistical 
analyses were performed using R (version 3.6.1).

3. Results

The characteristics of the mother-child pairs samples analyzed at the 
age of 1 (Bayley scales) and 4 (McCarthy scales) respectively (Table 1) 
can be summarized as follows (only one figure is reported when both 
values in the consecutive follow ups are the same or very similar): the 
mean age of the mothers when they gave birth was 31 years old, had a 
BMI of 22.8 kg/m^, most of them were nulliparous (58.8%), half of them 

had a university degree (51.9% and 50.8%) and more than half came 
from a non-manual social class (56.0 and 59.2%). 19.3% and 18.1% of 
the pregnant women smoked at some time during pregnancy. In relation 
to the characteristics of the samples of children included in the analyses, 
at the 1- and 4-year follow-ups respectively, 53.8% and 49.6% were 
females, 2.5% and 2.4% were preterm and 7.6% and 8.9% were small for 
gestational age. Around 44% of the children started kindergarten before 
the first follow-up. The percentages of the different types of drinking 
water consumed in pregnancy are reported in Section 2.2. The differ
ences between the study sample and all women that gave birth in the 
INMA-Gipuzkoa cohort are shown in Supplementary Table 1. In general, 
there were not significant differences in relation to mother’s and child’s 
characteristics with the exception of smoking during pregnancy. Among 
the participating mothers at any of the follow ups, the percentage of ever 
smoking in pregnancy was lower than among non-participating 
mothers.

MUFcr levels (mg F/g creatinine) for the whole pregnancy (mean of 
the two samples) varied according to the source of drinking water 
consumed (mean and 95% CI) in each data collection wave, being 0.91 
(0.83, 0.99) in mothers drinking CFDW, 0.43 (0.39, 0.47) in those 
drinking CNFDW and 0.62 (0.56, 0.69) in those drinking BW (p = 0.04) 
among the sample involved in the first wave of data collection (Bayley 
scales administered), and 0.89 (0.81, 0.98) in the mothers drinking 
CFDW, 0.41 (0.36, 0.45) in those drinking CNFDW and 0.63 (0.55, 0.71) 
in those drinking BW (p = 0,078) among those involved in the second 
wave (McCarthy scales administered) (Supplementary Table 2). Mean 
MUFcr levels (mg F/g creatinine) also varied by trimester of pregnancy, 
levels being lower in the first trimester than the third at both waves: 
respectively 0.57 (0.52, 0.62) vs 0.74 (0.69, 0.79) among the first-wave 
sample (p < 0.001) and 0.55 (0.50, 0.60) vs 0.73 (0.67, 0.79) among the 
second-wave sample (p < 0.001). Levels of MUF, MUFcr, Mn, As, and 
iodine in urine, and of Hg and Pb in cord blood are described in Sup
plementary Table 3. Differences between those living in municipalities 
with fluoridated water vs those living in non-fluoridated municipalities 
were only seen for those variables related to F (participants living in 
fluoridated or not fluoridated zone, type of drinking water, MUF, and 
MUFcr), age of the mother (follow up at the age 4) and attending nursery 
(follow up at the age 1)”. No differences in toxin levels between zones 
were observed (only whole pregnancy levels are shown) (Supplemen
tary Table 4), including variables potentially related to neuro
development such as maternal education, social class or maternal IQ. 
There were no significant differences in MUFcr levels between women 
living in fluoridated and non-fluoridated municipalities according to 
categories of social class indexes (Supplementary Table 5).

While no significant association was observed between MUFcr levels 
and Bayley MDI scores, MUFcr (third trimester and whole pregnancy) 
was weakly (0.13 < r < 0.20) but significantly (p < 0.05) and positively 
correlated with all the McCarthy’s cognitive domains scores (third 
trimester) and with all, except the verbal domain, for the whole preg
nancy. Besides, Hg levels at birth were also associated with numeric and 
memory domains (r = 0.25 and 0.15 respectively) and As (third 
trimester) with the numeric domain (r = 0.16). Correlations between 
MUFcr with iodine, Mn and As in urine were low-to-moderate (r = 0.12 
and 0.30), but significant. Hg cord blood levels were not associated with 
MUFcr (Supplementary Table 6). Correlation analyzes between Pb and 
cognitive functions could not be done due to the small number of sam
ples (<7%) with lead levels > LOQ.

No association was found between MUFcr levels and Bayley MDI in 
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multiple regression models, tn the same way, no association was found 
between MUFcr levels at first trimester and cognitive functions at the 
age of 4. Nevertheless, per unit (mg/g) of MUFcr in the third trimester, 
significantly greater verbal (p [CI 95%]: 12.01 [(4.82, 19.19]), memory 
(9.20 ([2.67, 15.73]) and GCI (11.48 ([4.88, 18.08]) scores were 
observed in boys, while non-significant effects were seen in girls (p for 
interaction <0.05). When referring to the MUFcr levels across the whole 
pregnancy, per unit (mg/g) of MUFcr, significant associations were 
observed with all the cognitive domains: performance (p [CI 95%]: 5.86 
[0.32, 11.39]), numeric (6.22 ([0.65, 11.79]), verbal (13.86 ([3.91, 
23.82]), memory (11.63 ([2.62, 20.63]) and GCI (15.40 ([6.32, 24.48]), 
being the latter three, again only significant for boys (p for interaction 
<0.05) (Table 2; Supplementary Fig. 2). In stratified analysis, the effects 
were significant only for boys and for all the cognitive domains at the 
age of 4 (Supplementary Table 7).

Additional analyses including other variables like other neuro
toxicants (As, Mn, Pb, Hg and As x Pb), iodine, quality child's family 
context (HES) and deprivation index instead of maternal social class, 
were carried out. All of them, except Hg, showed results that did not 
substantially change the overall picture of associations (Supplementary 
Tables 8-14). However, adjusting for Hg lowered the p values of 
cognitive functions for the third trimester and whole pregnancy. 
Nevertheless, at the third trimester of pregnancy significant associa
tions, only in boys, were observed for verbal and GCI (9.74 ([1.75, 
17.74]) and (8.15 (0.69, 15.61' I) respectively)), and across whole 
pregnancy for GCI (10.54 ([0.19, 20.80]) (Table 3). Verbal, numeric and 
performance domains were no longer significant at whole pregnancy, 
but showed positive and moderate p values. When all neurotoxic pol
lutants together were included in the analysis, the beta values remained 
positives and significant for boys for GCI and numeric domain in whole 
pregnancy and verbal function in the third trimester of pregnancy 
(Supplementary Table 15).

The traditional approach used in the cross-sectional studies, 
comparing the scores of the different functions in those living and 
nonliving in fluoridated areas, regardless MUF levels, was also carried 
out, but not significant differences were observed, unless for the numeric 
domain; favoring those children living in the fluoridated area (Supple
mentary Table 16). Sensitivity analyses including women with avail
ability of only one sample of urine (first or third trimester), adjusting by 
zone (fluoridated vs non-fluoridated or excluding extreme low scores of 
cognitive functions (less than 2 SD) (Supplementary Tables 17-19) were 
carried out, but results were basically not modified from those observed 
in Table 2.

Finally, the association between MUFcr and cognitive functions was 
analyzed by zone (Supplementary Table 20). The results showed that 
positive associations were mainly observed in non-fluoridated zones. 
When stratification analyzes among boys were carried out, results 

showed that: 1) the association was significant only in the non
fluoridated zones, although the beta values were also high, but non
significant, in the fluoridated zone (Supplementary Tables 21) and 2) 
more positive and significant associations were observed in children of 
mothers with a better social position (Supplementary Tables 22) and 3) 
the association between MUFcr and HES was only statistically signifi
cant in families with a lower quality of the family context, although 
again, the beta values were also high, but non-significant, in high quality 
context families (Supplementary Table 23).

4. Discussion

In this study, we assessed the association between prenatal F expo
sure, measured as MUFcr, and neuropsychological development at 1 and 
4 years old of the children. We consider that this kind of study is 
necessary to gather evidence which could be crucial for public health 
policy making. For instance, it might help to decide, based on scientific 
data, whether community fluoridation programs should continue. We 
observed no negative effects on children’s cognition and even found 
positive associations for verbal, performance, numeric, memory scores 
and GCI, in boys at the age of 4 years, although when Hg levels were 
included in the model only verbal and GCI at week 32 and whole 
pregnancy remained significant or marginally significant. The positive 
associations between MUFcr and cognitive functions seemed to be more 
evident in children of mothers who lived their pregnancy in the non
fluoridated zones. The reduced sample size after stratification and the 
high beta values in both zones recommend to be prudent about this last 
association.

The associations have been seen with MUFcr of the third trimester 
and not with those of the first one. Higher levels of MUFcr have been 
reported in the third trimester of this study and other prospective studies 
(Till et al., 2018; Valdez-Jimenez et al., 2017). As there is not infor
mation of MUFcr of the second trimester of pregnancy, it is difficult to 
identify a window of exposure related to the effect, but the lack of as
sociations in the first trimester indicate that the effects are associated 
with later periods in pregnancy.

The general conclusion drawn from the 27 cross-sectional (ecolog
ical) studies included in a meta-analysis (Choi et al., 2012) was that 
children at school age living in areas with high-F (from 1.0 to more than 
11.0 mg/L F in water) and/or high dental fluorosis index had signifi
cantly lower IQ scores than those children in the reference group (Choi 
et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2020; Li et al., 2010; Li et al., 2003). A recent 
review of these cross-sectional studies carried out by Grandjean (2019) 
including 14 new studies, all of them from endemic areas, provided 
further evidence of cognitive deficits in children with elevated F expo
sure. The major limitation of these cross-sectional studies is the small 
number of the covariates included in their design and the lack of

Table 2
Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels during pregnancy and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy).

Beta (IC95%) Bayley N= 316

Mental

McCarthy N = 248

Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at All/ 1.48 (-4.2, 13.86 (3.91, 23.82) t 5.86 (0.32, 6.22 (0.65, 11.63 (2.62, 20.63) 15.4 (6.32, 24.48) t
pregnancy Boys 7.16) ** 11.39)* 11.79)* t * ***

Girls -1.48 (-9.29, 6.32) -1.77 (-8.82, 5.29) -0.19 (-7.31, 6.93)
MUFcr (mg/g) at week All 0.55 (-4.64, 1.11 (-4.86, 7.07) 4.63 (-0.57, 9.82) 4.47 (-0.79, 1.71 (-3.66, 7.09) 3.37 (-2.09, 8.83)

12 5.74) 9.73)
MUFcr (mg/g) at week All/ 1.52 (-2.92, 12.01 (4.82, 19.19) t 3.68 (-0.49, 7.85) 4.13 (-0.07, 9.2 (2.67, 15.73) t 11.48 (4.88, 18.08) t

32 Boys 5.97) *** 8.32) ** ***

Girls -1.09 (-7.01, 4.83) -1.87 (-7.24, 3.51) -0.54 (-5.97, 4.9)

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, 

IQ and smoking.

Bayley (n = 316): 170 girls and 146 boys; McCarthy (n = 248): 123 girls and 125 boys.

+ 004DUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at thep < 0.05 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and 

the second in girls. When there is no interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the w'hole sample (All). =p < 0.05, ** =p < 0.01 

and *** =P < 0.001 in beta coefficients.
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Table 3
Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels during pregnancy and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) adjusted by 

cord blood Hg levels.

Beta (IC95%) Bayley N = 316

Mental

McCarthy N = 248

Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at 
pregnancy

All/ 

Boys 
Girls

2.67 (-3.46, 
8.81)

9.4 (-1.78, 20.57) t

-2.07 (-10, 5.87)

4.41 (-1.59,
10.41)

5.28 (-0.54,
11.1)

0.8 (-5.3, 6.9) 10.54 (0.19, 20.89)

-0.83 (-8.18, 6.52)
MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All 0.89 (-4.55, 

6.32)
-1.5 (-7.53, 4.54) 3.85 (-1.62, 9.33) 3.38 (-1.96, 

8.71)
-0.52 (-6.06, 
5.02)

1 (-4.61, 6.61)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/ 

Boys 
Girls

2.65 (-2.14, 
7.45)

9.74 (1.75, 17.74)

-0.74 (-6.72, 5.25)

2.33 (-2.15, 6.82) 3.47 (-0.88, 
7.82)

1.15 (-3.4, 5.69) 8.15 (0.69, 15.61)1-^

-0.46 (-6.04, 5.12)

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, 

IQ and smoking.

Bayley (n = 316): 170 girls and 146 boys; McCarthy (n = 248): 123 girls and 125 boys.

+ MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level.

t MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at thep <0.10 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and the 

second in girls. When there is no interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample (All).

= p < 0.05, ""O' 0.01 and *** = P < 0.001 in beta coefficients.

measures of prenatal F exposure. Our results are opposite to those of the 
ecological studies mentioned above.

In general, our results are inconsistent with those of the prospective 
studies with information of prenatal exposure. Valdez-Jimenez et al. 
(2017) studied Mexican children and including a sample of similar age 
to our first assessment, exposure to F during pregnancy, and neuro
developmental tests. The Bayley Scales were used in a sample of 65 
mother-infant pairs when offspring were aged 3-15 months. The mean F 
levels in CDW ranged from 2.6 to 3.7 mg/L, being 3-4 times higher than 
F levels in the CFDW area of this study. MUFcr levels were also higher (4 
times) for Mexican women. Another relevant difference with our study is 
the high proportion of children below the cutoff for normal mental 
development. These results are quite different to ours: while the MDI 
showed a strong inverse association with MUF in the Mexican study, our 
results did not show any significant association. The second prospective 
study, also from Mexico, reported data on the McCarthy’s GCI and the 
full-scale IQ from the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, 
administered at the ages of 4 and 6-12 years respectively (Bashash et al., 
2017). The mean F level in CDW in Mexico City, where the children lived 
(ranged from 0.15 to 1.3 mg/L), this is, with an upper range above levels 
in our study. As the authors indicated there was another relevant source 
of F for the children in Mexico and this was the consumption of fluori
dated salt. The mean levels of MUF in Mexican women were similar to 
the levels found in our group of women consuming CFDW and higher 
than those consuming CNFDW: 0.82-0.90 vs 0.89-0.91 and 0.41-0.43 
mg/g respectively (the ranges of mean values are due to different 
woman-child pairs being included at different follow-up assessments). 
The results again differ between the two studies; specifically, while the 
GCI at the age of 4 and at 6-12 years was inversely and significantly 
associated with higher levels of MUFcr in pregnancy (Bashash et al, 
2017), our results indicated positive associations and a direct and sig
nificant association with GCI and the verbal domain, although only for 
boys. We did not observe any significant association in girls.

The third prospective study analyzed the effect of F in women living 
in cities in Canada who were supplied with CFDW or CNFDW. The mean 
levels of F in CDW ranged from 0.13 to 0.59 mg/L, the upper limit of this 
range being below the levels in CFDW in our study, and the mean MUF 
(adjusted for specific gravity) was 0.51 mg/L, similar to our mean value 
(values adjusted for creatinine and gravity usually being similar). Also in 
this case, a significant and inverse association was observed, although 
only in boys (Green et al, 2019). Besides the latter three prospective 
studies with prenatal exposure data, there are two other cohort studies 
that do not confirm the former negative association. A New Zealander 
birth cohort followed up 3-year-old children, until they became adults 
(38 years old) administering IQ tests repeatedly, and did not find any 

significant difference in IQ by water fluoridation levels (Broadbent et al., 
2015). This study was considered the first comprehensive study 
evidencing the lack of negative effect on IQ (Grandjean, 2019). Besides, 
a recent Swedish retrospective men cohort study using registry data of F 
levels and cognitive ability measured at 18-20 years old, did not show 
either a negative association between both variables (Aggeborn and 
Oehman, 2021).

Neurotoxicity appeared to be dose-dependent and data from the 
prospective studies suggest that safe exposure could be below currently 
recommended F concentrations in drinking water (Grandjean, 2019). 
Nevertheless, there is no general consensus on this, as while Bashash 
et al. (2017) consider that the effects in Mexican children could be 
limited to exposure above 0.8 mg/L of F in drinking water. Green et al. 
(2019), based on their findings in Canadian children, propose the 
reduction of maternal intake with respect to the optimal F level of 0.7 
mg/L currently recommended for drinking water in US and Canada. A 
recent cross-sectional study (Xu et al., 2020), presented results that 
indicated a nonlinear relationship with MUF, with a positive association 
between MUF levels and IQ, below 1.7 mg/L of F, and a negative asso
ciation for F levels above that threshold. Our sample’s prenatal MUF 
concentrations were well below 1.7 mg/L (mean and 95% CI of MUF of 
mothers involved in the second wave (McCarthy scales), were (0.48; 
0.17, 0.98 in mg/L); this is, in the positive association side of the curve.

As in most of the literature on this subject, measurements in urine are 
adjusted by creatinine or gravity to correct for variations in urine dilu
tion (Bashash et al., 2017; Green et al, 2019; Thomas et al., 2016). 
Given that kidney function has been associated with lower IQ (Elias 
et al., 2009), this potential source of bias should be considered. Never
theless, the mean age of mothers at delivery was 31 years old. Moth- 
er/child pairs belong to the general population and the expected number 
of cases with kidney function problems was probably very low; ac
cording to the prevalence of moderate chronic kidney disease (0.8%) 
observed by Hailpern et al. (2007) in a random general population 
sample, aged 20-59 years old. Accordingly, and added to the fact that 
the outcomes are assessed in childhood, the potential bias derived from 
the association between kidney function with IQ (Elias et al., 2009) 
should be low in this study.

There is not much evidence of the differential effect of F by sex in 
either toxicological or epidemiological studies, the potential differential 
effect not having been studied because most experiments have been 
carried out in male rats. Nevertheless, differential adverse effects of 
early environmental exposure have been reported in epidemiological 
studies in boys and girls for F (Green et al., 2019) and other environ
mental neurotoxins (Gochfeld, 2017; Evans et al., 2014: Lertxundi et al., 
2019).
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Experimental studies, most of them using high F concentrations, 
show that F can cross both the placental barrier and the blood-brain 
barrier, and accumulate in the brain, specifically in the hippocampus, 
(ASTDR (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry), 2003), an 
area associated with effects on memory, attention and learning (Mul- 
lenix et al., 1995; Bera et al., 2007). Nevertheless, there is still debate 
about the toxicity of F in experimental studies, the National Toxicology 
Program (NPT) concluding that evidence was low in animals exposed 
during development (NTP , 2016). Some authors have suggested that F 
exposure in utero may impair attention, memory and visuospatial or
ganization (Basha et al., 2011; Calderon et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2014) 
and might explain cognitive deficits observed in preschool and school 
age children (Rocha-Amador et al., 2007; Poureslami et al., 2011), as 
well as attention problems and hyperactivity in adolescents (Malin and 
Till, 2015). Another mechanism of action proposed for F is changes in 
the levels of neurotransmitter, as have been observed in experimental 
studies (Faraone et al., 2015) and a study of aborted fetuses of mothers 
living in endemic vs non endemic hydrofluorosis areas (Yu et al., 2008).

One of the main limitations of the epidemiological cross-sectional 
studies on the effects of F is that the presence of other pollutants that 
may be present in water supplies has rarely been considered 
(Rocha-Amador et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007). It is well known that F 
and As are common co-contaminants in ground water in arid and 
semi-arid regions of the world, and that more than 300 million people 
worldwide use groundwater contaminated by one or both of them 
(Limon-Pacheco et al., 2018). When As, Mn, Pb or iodine levels were 
included in the model of the association between MUF and cognitive 
domains, the associations were not substantially modified. The reason to 
include iodine was that its deficiency has been identified as a cause of 
hypothyroidism (Levie et al., 2019) and also has been suggested that F 
exposure from CDW may also contribute to the development of hypo
thyroidism (Peckham et al., 2015). The inclusion of cord blood Hg, 
however, changed the number of significant associations found with 
cognitive functions reducing these to the verbal and GCI, and leaving the 
rest of the cognitive domain positive but not significant. Contrary to the 
change in the association shown in our study, the associations observed 
in the cohort studies of Mexico (Bashash et al., 2017) and Canada (Green 
et al., 2019) remained, in general, unchanged after being adjusted by Hg 
or other neurotoxins as As, Pb, and Mn. Our results do not show any 
interaction between MUF and Hg (cord blood) with cognitive functions. 
It could be considered that the change in the observed effect could be 
attributed to: 1) the fact that the toxic effect of Hg is produced at con
centrations, a couple of orders of magnitude lower than the toxic effect 
of F (Mahaffey et al, 2009), and 2) the high levels of Hg in our children, 
65% had levels above the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (US EPA) reference dose at birth (Llop et al., 2012).

4. J. Study streimtlis and limitations

Among the strengths of this study are that the F was measured in 
urine during pregnancy, in two different trimesters, and hence, the 
exposure relates to early phases of brain development. We measured 
levels in only two spot samples from the first and third trimester, but 
morning spot sample F levels have shown a good correlation with 24-h F 
concentration and intake (Zohouri et al., 2006). Nevertheless, it remains 
unknown whether such a small number of samples represents real fetal 
exposure throughout pregnancy for this and other pollutants. A relevant 
strength relates to the data gathered in the study on wide range of 
covariates related to the child and maternal characteristics described in 
the method section. However, we are not able to exclude the possibility 
of unmeasured residual confounding. The stressors with the greatest 
impact on cognition during the prenatal and early childhood period 
have been related to the health of the mother, her diet and lifestyle, the 
quality of family and social interaction, and exposure to toxic substances 
(Nilsen et al., 2020). In conducting these analyses, we attempted to 
consider combined exposure to both chemical and non-chemical 

stressors at early developmental life stages. In this sense, all the ana
lyses were controlled for a comprehensive group of the aforementioned 
covariates. Additional sensibility analyses included the quality of the 
family context, deprivation index instead of maternal social class, and 
the co-exposure to all the toxic chemicals together. In general, although 
a smoothness in the association was found, there were not relevant 
changes in the direction of the associations previously observed. Further 
stratification analyzes among boys were carried out, by type of zone 
(fluoridated vs non-fluoridated), maternal social class and quality of 
family context.

Among the limitations, we should mention that, unlike other pro
spective studies (Bashash et al., 2017; Green et al., 2019), we did not use 
F intake from CDW as a proxy for internal exposure and as the inde
pendent variable to assess the potential effect in neurocognitive devel
opment. Water intake was not included in the analyses due to the lack of 
information on the amount of each brand of bottled water consumed in 
the food and drink questionnaire. Nonetheless, BW is a relevant source 
of DW: around 24% of our pregnant women consumed this type of 
water, and what is more, BW may be a considerable source of F and the 
results of MUF clearly showed that women drinking BW had interme
diate levels between those found in women consuming CFDW and those 
consuming CNFDW. Hence, the inclusion of the consumption of BW can 
also be considered a strength of this study. As far as we know, no other 
studies include this source of F or type of DW in their epidemiological 
analysis, at least not in an explicit way.

In summary, our study shows a direct positive effect for boys and no 
significant effect for girls. The results of our study could support the 
view that F has a detrimental effect with exposure through CDW at levels 
above 0.8 mg/1 as previously suggested (Bashash et al., 2017) and may 
even have a positive effect at lower levels. The highest levels of F in CDW 
to which pregnant mothers were exposed in our study were slightly 
above 0.8 mg/L and the lowest levels were below 0.10 mg/L A question 
that emerges from these results is if F could have a dose-response effect 
like those of other chemical elements essential for life, showing a 
different behavior at levels in the range of or lower than those recom
mended by agencies such as the World Health Organization (Marthaler, 
1999) and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Federal 
Panel on Community Water Fluoridation (2015). In this line, a recent 
cross-sectional publication suggests a positive relationship between 
MUF and the score of cognitive functions under a specific level of MUF, 
clearly lower than those found in our women (Xu et al., 2020). Further, 
studies should be carried out before ruling out a potential beneficial 
effect of F at low levels in natural or FCDW.

5. Conclusion

A positive association between MUF and GCI scores and other mea
sures of cognitive functions at 4 years of age is observed among boys in a 
prospective birth cohort in Spain. The current findings contradict, with a 
few exceptions, results obtained previously in cross-sectional and pro
spective studies. Despite difficulties in interpreting and identifying other 
studies and biological mechanisms that support these results, other 
population-based studies are warranted to confirm or overturn these 
results at low levels of F in drinking water.
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Supplementary Table SI. Differences between the study sample and the women that gave birth (N=612) in Gipuzkoa cohort

Bayley McCarthy

Excluded; N=296 Incuded; N:316 Excluded: N=364 Included: N=248

Mother N (%) / mean (sd/ p-value N (%) / mean (sd) p-value

Maternal age 31.5(3.83) 31.2(3.40) 0.246 31.2(3.75) 31.5 (3.40) 0.341

BMI 23.0(3.88) 22.9 (3.31) 0.556 23.0(3.73) 22.8 (3.39) 0.537

Educational level 0.778 0.989

Primary or without education 42 (14.2%) 39 (12.3%) 48 (13.2%) 33 (13.3%)

Secondary 105 (35.5%) 112 (35.4%) 128 (35.2%) 89 (35.9%)

University 148 (50.0%) 164 (51.9%) 186 (51.1%) 126 (50.8%)

Missing 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 2 (0.5%) 0 (0.0%)

Social class 0.387 0.611

No manual 177 (59.8%) 177 (56.0%) 207 (56.9%) 147 (59.23%)

Manual 119 (40.2%) 139 (44.0%) 157 (43.1%) 101 (40.7%)

Missing

Mathernal IQ 9.7 (2.7) 9.9(2.7) 0.642 9.7 (2.7) 9.9(2.73) 0.542

Smoking in pregnancy 0.010 0.011

No 199 (67.2%) 252 (79.7%) 252 (69.2%) 199 (80.2%)

Yes 81 (27.3%) 61 (19.3%) 97 (26.6%) 45 (18.1%)

Missing 16 (5.4%) 3 (0.9%) 15 (4.1%) 4(1.6%)

Living zone 0.133 0.118

Non-fluoridated zone 124 (42.4%) 153 (48.8%) 154 (43.0%) 123 (49.80%)

Fluoridated zone 168 (57.5%) 160 (51.1%) 204 (57.0%) 124 (50.2%)

Missing 4 (1.3%) 3 (0.9%) 6(1.6%) 1 (0.4%)

Type of drinking water
Community fluoridated drinking 

water (CFDW)
Community non-fluoridated 

drinking water (CNFDW)

110 (37.2%)

91 (30.7%)

116 (36.7%)

118 (37.3%)

0.382

138 (37.9%)

114 (31.3%)

88 (35.5%)

95 (38.3%)

0.296

Bottled water 78 (26.3%) 77 (24.3%) 95 (26.1%) 60 (24.2%)

Missing 17 (5.7%) 5 (1.5%) 17 (4.7%) 5 (2.0%)

Parity 0.018 0.06

0 145 (490%) 186 (58.9%) 185 (50.8%) 146 (58.9%)

>0 151 (51.0%) 130 (41.1%) 179 (49.2%) 102 (41.1%)

Missing

Child

Order between brothers/sisters 0.034 0.061

Not first 147 (49.7%) 129 (40.8%) 176 (48.3%) 100 (40.3%)

First 149 (50.3%) 187(5928%) 188 (51.65%) 148 (59.7%)

Sex 0.057 0.961

Female 135 (45.6%) 170 (53.8%) 182 (50.0%) 123 (49.6%)

Male 160 (54.05) 146 (46.2%) 181 (49.7%) 125 (50.4%)

Missing 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%)

Nursery 1 year 0.899 0.803

No 129 (43.6%) 159 (50.3%) 165 (45.3%) 123 (49.6%)
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Yes 117 (39.5%) 139 (44.0%) 143 (39.3%) 113 (45.5%)

Missing 50 (16.9%) 18(5.70) 56 (15.4%) 12 (4.8%)

Preterm 0.293 0.357

No 279 (94.3%) 305 (96.5%) 344 (94.5%) 240 (96.8%)

Yes 13 (4.4%) 8 (2.5%) 15 (4.1%) 6 (2.4%)

Missing 4 (1.3%) 3 (0.9%) 5 (1.4%) 2 (0.8%)

Small for gestational age 0.860 0.564

No 261 (88.2%) 288 (91.1%) 327 (89.8%) 222 (89.5%)

Yes 24 (8.1%) 24 (7.6%) 26 (7.1%) 22 (8.9%)

Missing 11 (3.7%) 4 (1.3%) 11 (3.0%) 4(1.6%)

Breastfeeding weeks 28.7 (21.4) 29.15 (19.9) 0.808 29.3 (21.2) 28.5 (19.7) 0.671

p value obtained by chi-squared test for categorical variables and student t test for continuous variables
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Supplementary Table S2. Levels of MUFcr-mg/g- (mean and 95% Cl) during pregnancy by sample characteristics

Bayley 

N=316
McCarthy 

N = 248
MUFcr (mg/g) at MUFcr (mg/g) at

pregnancy pregnancy
mean (95%CI) mean (S5%CI)

Mother

Maternal age

<30 0.64(0.56,0.72) 0.60 ( 0.52,0.69 )

30-33 0.67(0.61,0.74) 0.65(0.58,0.72 )

>30 0.64 ( 0.54,0.74 ) 0.66(0.56,0.76)

p-value 0.754 0.621

BMI

Less than 18.5 0.67(0.14,1.20) 0.66(0.22,1.11)

18.5-25 0.66(0.61,0.71) 0.64 ( 0.59,0.69 )

25-30 0.62 ( 0.48,0.75 ) 0.58 ( 0.45,0.72 )

More than 30 0.67 ( 0.45,0.89 ) 0.82(0.54,1.10)

p-value 0.916 0.385

Educational level

Primary or without education 0.62 ( 0.49,0.75 ) 0.61 ( 0.45,0.76 )

Secondary 0.65(0.58,0.72) 0.63 ( 0.55,0.70 )

University 0.67(0.61,0.73) 0.65(0.59,0.72 )

p-value 0.720 0.771

Social class

No manual 0.67(0.61,0.72) 0.67 ( 0.61,0.74 )

Manual 0.64(0.58,0.71) 0.58(0.51,0.66)

p-value 0.579 0.062

Index of deprivation (4 years)

1 Very low 0.61 ( 0.44,0.78 ) 0.58 ( 0.43,0.73 )

2 Low 0.66(0.58,0.74) 0.65 ( 0.57,0.74 )

3 Moderate 0.72(0.65,0.79) 0.70 ( 0.62,0.79 )

4 High 0.56 ( 0.46,0.66 ) 0.55(0.44,0.66)

5 Very high 0.59(0.38,0.80) 0.53(0.27,0.79 )

p-value 0.127 0.144

Smoking in pregnancy

No 0.66(0.61,0.71) 0.63(0.58,0.69)

Yes 0.64 ( 0.54,0.74 ) 0.67(0.54,0.79)

p-value 0.789 0.626

Zone

Non-fluoridated zone 0.46 ( 0.42,0.50 ) 0.45 ( 0.40,0.49 )

Fluoridated zone 0.84 ( 0.78,0.90 ) 0.82(0.76,0.89)

p-value <0.001 <0.001

Type of drinking water

Community fluoridated drinking water (CFDW) 0.91(0.83,0.99) 0.89(0.81,0.98)

Community non-fluoridated drinking water (CNFDW) 0.43 ( 0.39,0.47 ) 0.41(0.36,0.45)

Bottled water 0.62(0.56,0.69) 0.63(0.55,0.71)

p-value 0.040 0.078
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Parity

0 0.67(0.61,0.73) 0.66(0.59,0.72 )

>0 0.63(0.57,0.7)

p-value 0.434

0.61(0.54,0.68)

0.379

Child

T test or ANOVA (two or more than two categories)

Order between brothers/sisters

Not first 0.64(0.57,0.7) 0.62(0.54,0.69)

First 0.67(0.61,0.72) 0.65(0.59,0.72 )

p-value 0.459 0.451

Sex

Femaie 0.66(0.59,0.72) 0.62 ( 0.55,0.69 )

Male 0.66(0.59,0.72) 0.65(0.59,0.72 )

p-value 0.989 0.501

Nursery 1 year

No 0.62(0.56,0.69) 0.59(0.52,0.66)

Yes 0.68 ( 0.62,0.74 ) 0.68(0.61,0.75)

p-value 0.194 0.073

Preterm

No 0.66(0.61,0.70) 0.64 ( 0.59,0.69 )

Yes 0.64(0.27,1) 0.64 ( 0.27,1.01 )

p-value 0.908 0.996

Small for gestational age

No 0.66(0.61,0.70) 0.64 ( 0.59,0.69 )

Yes 0.59(0.43,0.75) 0.66 ( 0.48,0.84 )

p-value 0.385 0.793

Breastfeeding weeks

0 0.59 ( 0.47,0.70 ) 0.58(0.46,0.71)

>0-16 0.68(0.55,0.81) 0.62 ( 0.5,0.74 )

>16-24 0.69 ( 0.58,0.80 ) 0.68 ( 0.55,0.80 )

>24 0.64 ( 0.58,0.69 ) 0.64 ( 0.57,0.70 )

p-value 0.583 0.772

MUFcr -mg/g- (mean and 95% Cl)

Whole pregnancy 0.66 (0.61;0.70) 0.64 (0.59;0.68)

Week 12 of pregnancy 0.57 (0.52;0.62) 0.55 (0.50;0.60)

Week 32 of pregnancy 0.74 (0.69;0.79) 0.73 (0.67;0.79)

p-value <.001 <.001
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Supplementary Table S3. Maternal levels during pregnancy of MUFcr, MUF and Iodine In urine; Mn and 
As In serum, and Hg and Pb In cord blood.

N=248 McCarthy min max IQ mean sd

MUF (mg/L) at pregnancy 0.08 1.67 0.35 0.48 0.27

MUF (mg/L) at week 12 0.05 1.77 0.47 0.46 0.33

MUF (mg/L) at week 32 0.05 1.93 0.39 0.51 0.32

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy 0.15 1.91 0.45 0.64 0.38

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 0.05 2.36 0.43 0.55 0.40

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 0.13 3.07 0.49 0.73 0.48

Iodine pregnancy * (pg/L) aj creatinine (g/L) 61.59 836.65 253.3 291.18 138.70

Iodine at week 12 (pg/L) aj creatinine (g/L) 36.15 1405.56 230.4 243.53 173.27

Iodine at week 32 (pg/L) aj creatinine (g/L) 54.40 1096.15 324.0 341.97 200.69
Manganese level at pregnancy (ng/mL)* aj creatinine 
(g/L)

0.03 18.87 0.16 0.36 1.48

Manganese level at week 12 (ng/mL) aj creatinine (g/L) 0.02 3.00 0.09 0.13 0.29

Manganese level at week 32 (ng/mL) aj creatinine (g/L) 0.02 37.69 0.16 0.58 2.97

Arsenic level at pregnancy (ng/mL)* aj creatinine (g/L) 4.59 1546.23 101.4 113.78 158.53

Arsenic level at week 12 (ng/mL) aj creatinine (g/L) 3.95 2504.28 94.3 117.47 244.47

Arsenic level at week 32 (ng/mL) aj creatinine (g/L) 3.34 1028.55 113.1 110.93 152.98

Mercury (mg/l) 1.41 38.00 9.3 9.69 5.56

Lead (pg/dL) <LOQ 4.00 <LOQ - -
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SupplernerrtaryJ^ble S4 Chara£teristics ofth£fluoridated andjTon2fluoridated co^^

N (%) / mean (sd)

Bayley

N=316

Non 
fluoridated 

zone 
N=153

Fluoridated 

zone

N=160 p value

McCarthy

N=248

Non 
fluoridated 

zone 
N=123

Fluoridated 

zone

N=124
Mother

31.19 31.34 31.08 31.52 31.97 31.02
Maternal age (3.40) (3.54) (3.20) 0.499 (3.40) (3.48) (3.21) 0.026

22.86 23.10 22.64 22.83 22.86 22.76
BMI (3.31) (3.55) (3.08) 0.229 (3.39) (3.50) (3.25) 0.810

Educational level
39 23 16

0.388
33 19 14

0.561

Primary or without education (12.34%) (15.13%) (10.00%) (13.31%) (15.45%) (11.29%)

112 53 58 89 45 44
Secondary (35.44%) (34.87%) (36.25%) (35.89%) (36.59%) (35.48%)

164 76 86 126 59 66
University (51.90%) (50.00%) (53.75%) (50.81%) (47.97%) (53.23%)
Missing 1 (0.32%) 1 (0.65%)

Social class
177 81 94

0.357
147 68 79

0.223

No manual (56.01%) (52.94%) (58.75%) (59.27%) (55.28%) (63.71%)

139 72 66 101 55 45
Manual (43.99%) (47.06%) (41.25%) (40.73%) (44.72%) (36.29%)

10.03 10.03
Mothernal IQ 9.90 (2.78) 9.78(2.93) (2.59) 0.537 9.91 (2.73) 9.79(2.92) (2.51) 0.507

Smoking in pregnancy
252 118 132

0.241
199 97 101

0.718

No (79.75%) (77.63%) (83.54%) (80.24%) (80.17%) (82.79%)
61 34 26 45 24 21

Yes (19.30%) (22.37%) (16.46%) (18.15%) (19.83%) (17.21%)
Missing 3 (0.95%) 1 (0.65%) 2 (1.25%) 4 (1.61%) 2 (1.63%) 2 (1.61%)

Living zone
<0.001 <0.001

Non-fluoridated zone
153 153 123 123

(48.42%) (100.00%) 0 (0.00%) (49.60%) (100.00%) 0 (0.00%)

Fluoridated zone
160 160 124 124

(50.63%) 0 (0.00%) (100.00%) (50.00%) 0 (0.00%) (100.00%)
Missing 3 (0.95%) 1 (0.40%)

Drinks water
<0.001 <0.001

Community fluoridated drinking 116 116 88 88
water (CFDW) (36.71%) 0 (0.00%) (73.42%) (35.48%) 0 (0.00%) (72.13%)

Community non-fluoridated 118 116 95 94
drinking water (CNFDW) (37.34%) (76.32%) 1 (0.63%) (38.31%) (77.69%) 1 (0.82%)

Bottled water
77 36 41 60 27 33

(24.37%) (23.68%) (25.95%) (24.19%) (22.31%) (27.05%)
Missing 5 (1.58%) 1 (0.65%) 2 (1.25%) 5 (2.02%) 2 (1.63%) 2 (1.61%)

Parity
186 88 96

0.74
146 71 75

0.755

0 (58.86%) (57.52%) (60.00%) (58.87%) (57.72%) (60.48%)
130 65 64 102 52 49

>0 (41.14%) (42.48%) (40.00%) (41.13%) (42.28%) (39.52%)
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Supplementary Table S4. Characteristics of the fluoridated and non-fluorldated communities (cont.)

N (%) / mean (sd)

Bayley 

N=3ie
Non 

fluoridated 

zone 
N=153

Fluoridated 

zone 
N=160

p value

McCarthy 

N=248
Non 

fluoridated 

zone 
N=123

Fluoridated 

zone 
N=124

Child

Order between brothers/sisters 0.83 0.958
129 64 64 100 49

Not first (40.82%) (41.83%) (40.00%) (40.32%) 50 (40.65%) (39.52%)
187 89 96 148 75

First (59.18%) (58.17%) (60.00%) (59.68%) 73 (59.35%) (60.48%)
Missing

Sex 0.932 0.408
170 83 85 123 58

Female (53.80%) (54.25%) (53.12%) (49.60%) 65 (52.85%) (46.77%)

146 70 75 125 66
Male (46.20%) (45.75%) (46.88%) (50.40%) 58(47.15%) (53.23%)

Nursery 1 year 0.012 0.105
159 90 68 123 53

No (50.32%) (61.22%) (45.95%) (49.60%) 69 (57.50%) (46.09%)
139 57 80 113 62

Yes (43.99%) (38.78%) (54.05%) (45.56%) 51 (42.50%) (53.91%)
Missing 18 (5.70%) 6 (3.92%) 12 (7.50%) 12 (4.84%) 3 (2.44%) 9 (7.26%)

Preterm 1.00 1.00
305 147 156 240 119 120

No (96.52%) (97.35%) (97.50%) (96.77%) (97.54%) (97.56%)

Yes 8 (2.53%) 4 (2.65%) 4 (2.50%) 6 (2.42%) 3 (2.46%) 3 (2.44%)
Missing 3 (0.95%) 2 (1.31%) 0 (0.00%) 2 (0.81%) 1 (0.81%) 1 (0.81%)

Small for gestational age 0.731 1.00
288 138 148 222 110 111

No (91.14%) (91.39%) (93.08%) (89.52%) (90.91%) (90.98%)
Yes 24 (7.59%) 13 (8.61%) 11 (6.92%) 22 (8.87%) 11 (9.09%) 11 (9.02%)
Missing 4 (1.27%) 2 (1.31%) 1 (0.62%) 4 (1.61%) 2 (1.63%) 2 (1.61%)

29.15 30.26 27.77 28.53 30.79 26.17
Breastfeeding weeks (19.86) (20.27) (19.44) 0.282 (19.74) (20.07) (19.27) 0.073

MUF (mg/L) at pregnancy 0.51 (0.29) 0.36(0.21) 0.65 (0.29) <0.001 0.48 (0.27) 0.35 (0.20) 0.62 (0.26) <0.001
MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy 0.66 (0.39) 0.46(0.25) 0.84 (0.40) <0.001 0.64 (0.38) 0.45 (0.26) 0.82 (0.39) <0.001
Manganese level at pregnancy
(ng/mL)* aj creatinine (g/L) 0.37(1.37) 0.26(0.55) 0.48(1.85) 0.147 0.36(1.48) 0.25 (0.54) 0.47 (2.02) 0.258
Arsenic level at pregnancy (ng/mL)* 106.09 104.16 109.03 113.78 115.27 112.34
aj creatinine (g/L) (144.68) (162.08) (127.58) 0.768 (158.53) (178.68) (137.09) 0.85
Mercury (pg/l) (blood) 9.23 (5.39) 8.63 (5.20) 9.78(5.56) 0.076 9.69 (5.56) 8.64 (4.66) 9.87 (4.63) 0.053
Iodine pregnancy * (pg/L) aj 283.92 275.57 293.16 291.18 292.35 287.79
creatinine (g/L) (146.81) (140.33) (153.63) 0.291 (138.70) (137.14) (139.09) 0.796
Pb (pg/dL) (blood) (LOQ = 2 pg/dL) 0.931 0.600
<2 256 (81.0%) 124 (91.8%) 130 (92.8%) 201(81.1%) 98 (90.7%) 102 (93.5%)

>2 21 (6.6%) 11 (8.1%) 10(7.1%) 17 (6.8%) 10(9.3) 7 (6.4%)
Missing 39 (12.3%) 18 (11.7%) 20(12.5%) 30(12.1%) 15(12.2%) 15 (12.1%)
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Supplementary Table 5. MUFcr (mg/g) during whole pregnancy in fluoridated and non-fluoridated zones by categories of sociodemographic characteristics at the 1
and 4 years old follow ups

Mean (95%CI)

Bayley
N =316

Non-Fluoridated 
zone

N=153

Fluoridated zone

N=160

McCarthy 
N=248

Non-Fluoridated 
zone

N=123

Fluoridated zone

N=124

Maternal social class

No manual 0.67 ( 0.61,0.72 ) 0.46 ( 0.4,0.51) 0.85 ( 0.77,0.93 ) 0.67(0.61,0.74) 0.46(0.4,0.52 ) 0.86(0.77,0.95 )

Manual 0.64(0.58,0.71) 0.46 ( 0.4,0.52 ) 0.83 ( 0.73,0.93 ) 0.58(0.51,0.66) 0.43(0.36,0.5) 0.76(0.65,0.88)

p-value 0.579 0.979 0.710 0.062 0.569 0.195

Mixed social class

No manual 0.65(0.6,0.71) 0.46 ( 0.4,0.51) 0.84(0.77,0.92) 0.65(0.59,0.71) 0.45(0.4,0.51) 0.84(0.76,0.92 )

Manual 0.66(0.58,0.73 ) 0.47 ( 0.4,0.54 ) 0.83 ( 0.72,0.95 ) 0.61(0.52,0.69) 0.44(0.36,0.52) 0.8(0.66,0.93)

p-value 0.951 0.786 0.901 0.422 0.819 0.610

1. priv (1st trim)

1 0.57 ( 0.41,0.72 ) 0.37 ( 0.28,0.46 ) 0.71 ( 0.46,0.96 ) 0.53(0.39,0.67) 0.4(0.29,0.51) 0.63 ( 0.41,0.86 )

2 0.65(0.58,0.73 ) 0.45 ( 0.39,0.52 ) 0.85 ( 0.73,0.96 ) 0.65(0.57,0.73) 0.46(0.38,0.55 ) 0.78(0.68,0.89 )

3 0.72 ( 0.65,0.79 ) 0.5 ( 0.42,0.58 ) 0.87 ( 0.78,0.96 ) 0.71(0.63,0.79) 0.46 ( 0.37,0.55 ) 0.88(0.78,0.99 )

4 0.58 ( 0.47,0.69 ) 0.47 ( 0.38,0.57 ) 0.84(0.57,1.11) 0.56(0.45,0.68) 0.46(0.36,0.55 ) 0.93(0.59,1.27 )

5 0.59(0.38,0.8) 0.31(0.21,0.41) 0.75 ( 0.42,1.08 ) 0.52(0.24,0.8) 0.28(0.19,0.37 ) 0.73(0.22,1.25 )

p-value 0.142 0.294 0.705 0.117 0.531 0.276

1. priv (3st trim)

1 0.57 ( 0.41,0.72 ) 0.37 ( 0.28,0.46 ) 0.71 ( 0.46,0.96 ) 0.53(0.4,0.66) 0.4(0.29,0.51) 0.62 ( 0.42,0.82 )

2 0.65(0.58,0.73 ) 0.45 ( 0.39,0.52 ) 0.85 ( 0.73,0.96 ) 0.65(0.57,0.73) 0.46(0.38,0.55 ) 0.79 ( 0.68,0.9 )

3 0.72 ( 0.65,0.79 ) 0.5 ( 0.42,0.58 ) 0.87 ( 0.78,0.96 ) 0.7(0.62,0.78) 0.46 ( 0.37,0.54 ) 0.88(0.78,0.99 )

4 0.57 ( 0.47,0.68 ) 0.47(0.38,0.56) 0.84(0.57,1.11) 0.57(0.45,0.68) 0.46(0.36,0.55 ) 0.93(0.59,1.27 )

5 0.59(0.38,0.8) 0.31 ( 0.21,0.41 ) 0.75 ( 0.42,1.08 ) 0.52(0.24,0.8) 0.28(0.19,0.37 ) 0.73 ( 0.22,1.25 )

p-value 0.112 0.281 0.705 0.136 0.533 0.233

1. priv (4 years)

1 0.61(0.44,0.78) 0.48 ( 0.22,0.74 ) 0.71 ( 0.46,0.96 ) 0.58(0.43,0.73) 0.53(0.21,0.85 ) 0.62(0.44,0.8)
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2 0.66(0.58,0.74) 0.46 ( 0.39,0.53 ) 0.84(0.73,0.96) 0.65(0.57,0.74) 0.47(0.38,0.56) 0.78(0.67,0.89 )

3 0.72 ( 0.65,0.79 ) 0.5 ( 0.42,0.58 ) 0.87 ( 0.78,0.96 ) 0.7(0.62,0.79 ) 0.46 ( 0.37,0.54 ) 0.89(0.79,1)

4 0.56(0.46,0.66) 0.44(0.36,0.52) 0.87(0.62,1.13) 0.55 ( 0.44,0.66 ) 0.43(0.35,0.51 ) 0.97(0.65,1.29 )

5 0.59(0.38,0.8) 0.31(0.21,0.41) 0.75 ( 0.42,1.08 ) 0.53(0.27,0.79) 0.28(0.19,0.37 ) 0.72 ( 0.28,1.15 )

p-value 0.127 0.384 0.704 0.144 0.408 0.123
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Supplementary Table S6. Pearson correlation coefficient between F, Iodine and metals (pregnancy/week 12/week 32) and Bayley and McCarthy scores of the different domains and Indexes.

Bayley 
N =316

McCarthy 
N = 248

Bayley
N = 316

McCarthy 
N = 248

Metals (urine adjusted by 
creatinine) MUFcr (mg/g) MUFcr (mg/g) Mental

Verbal Performance Numeric Memory
General 
cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy - - 0.04 0.11 0.19* 0.20* 0.14* 0.18*

MUFcr (mg/g) level at week 12 of - 0.01 0.06 0.14* 0.15* 0.10 0.12
pregnancy
MUFcr (mg/g) level at week 32 of 
pregnancy
Manganese level at pregnancy

- - 0.05 0.13* 0.17* 0.19* 0.14* 0.19*

(pg/g) 0.08 0.10 -0.01 -0.05 -0.003 -0.02 -0.05 -0.03

Manganese level (pg/g) at week 12 0.24* 0.19* 0.05 0.02 -0.004 0.02 -0.02 -0.01

Manganese level (pg/g) at week 32 0.09 0.10 -0.02 -0.05 -0.007 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03

Arsenic level (pg/g) at pregnancy 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.06

Arsenic level (pg/g) at week 12 0.13* 0.14* 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.09 0.05

Arsenic level (pg/g) at week 32 0.1 0.09 0.07 -0.04 0.09 0.16* 0.02 0.06

Mercury (pg/l) cord blood 0.10/0.07/0.10 0.07/0.06/0.05 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.25* 0.15* 0.10

Iodine levels (pg/g) at pregnancy 0.19* 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02

Iodine levels (pg/g) at at week 12 0.30* 020* 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.01 0.03 0.05

Iodine levels at week 32 (pg/g) 0.12* 0.18* 0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02

* p<0.05

Supplementary Table S7. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy stratified by sex
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Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ and smoking. * - p< .05, - p<

Boys Bayley N=146 McCarthy N=125

Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy 3.84 (-5.04,12.72 ) 13.38(2.81,23.95)* 12.24 ( 2.87,21.61 )* 11.09 (1.79,20.4 )* 11.3(1.90,20.7 )* 15.03(5.3,24.75 )**

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 2.96 (-5.09,11.01) 3.78 (-6.16, 13.71) 9.11 (0.47,17.75 ) 5.03 (-3.65,13.7) 4.28 (-4.51,13.06) 7.14 (-2.06,16.33)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 2.50(-4.46,9.46) 11.79 ( 4.22,19.36 )** 7.17 (0.24,14.09 )* 8.56(1.81,15.31)* 9.26(2.47,16.05 )** 11.39 (4.33,18.44 )**

Girls Bayley N=170 McCarthy N=123

Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy 0.75 (-6.92,8.43 ) -1.31 (-9.35,6.74) 2.03 (-4.77,8.83 ) 3.03 (-3.96,10.03 ) -2.12 (-9.32,5.09 ) -0.02 (-7.16,7.12)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 -1 (-8.07,6.07 ) -0.91 (-8.78,6.96) 1.10 (-5.53,7.73 ) 2.92 (-3.95,9.78) -1.40 (-8.46,5.67 ) 0.21 (-6.77,7.19)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 1.7 (-4.30,7.71) -0.93 (-7.01,5.15) 1.69 (-3.44,6.83 ) 1.55 (-3.74,6.85) -1.72 (-7.17,3.72 ) -0.16 (-5.55,5.23)

.01 and *** = p< .001 in beta coefficients.
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Supplementary Table S8. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy adjusted by As urinary levels

Bayley N = 316 McCarthy N = 248

Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy All/Boys

Girls

1.07 (-4.66,6.79) 13.73(3.72,23.74)1*

-1.55 (-9.38,6.28)

5.86 ( 0.29,11.43 ) + *

2.54 (-4.39, 9.46)

6.11(0.5,11.71)* 11.59 ( 2.54,20.65 ) 1*

-1.78(-8.87,5.3)

15.27(6.14,24.4)1*

-0.26 (-7.4,6.89)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All/Boys

Girls

0.53 (-4.88,5.94) 0.35 (-5.77,6.46) 4.52 (-0.83,9.87) 4.48 (-0.95,9.91) 0.88 (-4.59,6.35 ) 2.77 (-2.79,8.32)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/Boys

Girls

1.29 (-3.21,5.79) 12.16(4.85,19.47)1*

-0.54 (-6.54,5.46 )

3.73 (-0.48,7.95) 3.51 (-0.65,7.67) 8.49 ( 1.97,15.01)

-1.52 (-6.88,3.83 )

11.17(4.47,17.87)1*

-0.15 (-5.65,5.36)

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ, smoking, cohort and As urinary levels. 

T MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level. + = interaction significant at the p <0.10 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and the 

second in girls. When there is no interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01 and *** = p < .001 in beta coefficients.

Trial Ex. 114.022



Supplementary Table S9. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy adjusted by Mn urinary levels

Bayley N = 316 McCarthy N = 248
Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy All/Boys

Girls

1.76 (-3.99,7.5 ) 14.06 ( 4.08,24.04 ) T**

-1.09 (-8.96,6.78)

6.29(0.72,11.86 )** 6.51 ( 0.89,12.13 )* 11.79 ( 2.77,20.82 ) T*

-1.44 (-8.56,5.68)

15.68 (6.6,24.76 )T***

0.35 (-6.81,7.52)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All/Boys

Girls

1.20 (-4.08,6.48) 0.88 (-5.17,6.92) 4.23 (-1.04,9.51) 4.35 (-1.01,9.71) 1.17 (-4.24,6.59) 2.98 (-2.5,8.46)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/Boys

Girls

1.69 (-2.8,6.18) 11.91(4.61,19.2) T**

-0.57 (-6.58,5.44)

4.11 (-0.07,8.29) 3.97 (-0.19,8.12) 8.35 (1.84,14.85 ) T*

-1.5 (-6.85,3.86)

11.26 ( 4.61,17.91) T*

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ, smoking, cohort and Mn urinary 
levels.
T MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p <0.10 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and the second in girls. When there is no 
interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample. * = p< .05, ** = p< .01 and *** = p< .001 in beta coefficients.

Supplementary Table SIO. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy adjusted by Pb levels (unit)

Bayley N = 316 McCarthy N = 248
Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy All/Boys

Girls

2.70 (-3.34,8.75) 10.21 (-1.2,21.63) +

-1.85 (-9.77,6.08)

4.44 (-1.48, 10.36) 5.69 (-0.34,11.71) 0.97 (-5.26,7.2 ) 12.43 ( 1.96,22.9 ) 1

-1.01 (-8.28,6.25;

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All/Boys

Girls

0.92 (-4.46,6.31) -1.33 (-7.47,4.8) 4 (-1.43,9.43) 3.81 (-1.75,9.37 ) -0.36 (-6.06,5.33) 1.36 (-4.3,7.02)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/Boys

Girls

2.65 (-2.06,7.36) 9.86 (1.77,17.95 ) t *

-0.4 (-6.38,5.57)

2.27 (-2.14,6.68) 3.64 (-0.84,8.13) 1.23 (-3.39,5.85) 8.61 (1.12,16.09 ) i

-0.4 (-5.92,5.13 )

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, KQ smoking, cohort and Pb levels (<LOD/>LC)D). 
T MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level, t = interaction significant at the p <0.10 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and the second 
girls. In the rest of the cases, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample. * = p< .05, ** = p < .01 and *** = p< .001 in beta coefficients.

Trial Ex. 114.023
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Supplementary Table Sil. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy adjusted by maternal urinary Iodine 
levels

Bayley N = 316 McCarthy N = 248
Beta (IC95%)

Mental
Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy All/Boys

Girls

1.84 (-3.92,7.59 ) 13.79 ( 3.71,23.87 ) t **

-1.49 (-9.31,6.34)

5.67 (0.11,11.23) + **

2.02 (-4.87, 8.91)

6.25 ( 0.64,11.86 )* 11.68(2.57,20.8) + *

-1.76 (-8.84,5.31)

15.16(5.97,24.34) + **

-0.20 (-7.33,6.93)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All/Boys

Girls

1.09 (-4.21,6.39 ) 0.91 (-5.13,6.96 ) 4.33 (-0.86,9.52) 4.65 (-0.66,9.96) 1.69 (-3.75,7.14) 3.18 (-2.33,8.69 )*

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/Boys

Girls

1.71 (-2.89,6.31) 12.47 (5.15,19.8 )T***

-1.95 (-7.83,3.92 )

3.75 (-0.62,8.12) 8.81 (2.01,15.60) +*

1.15 (-4.30, 6.60

2.26 (-2.19,6.70) T

-2.21 (-7.67,3.25)

11.62(4.74,18.51) + **

-1.12 (-6.64,4.41)

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ, smoking, cohort and urinary Iodine levels.
T MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level. + = interaction significant at the p <0.10 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and the second ir 
girls. When there is no interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample. * = p< .05, ** = p< .01 and *** = p< .001 in beta coefficients.

Trial Ex. 114.025



Supplementary Table S12. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy and adjusted by child's quality of 

the family context (Haezi-Etxadi Scale -HES-)

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ, smoking, cohort and child's quality of the 
family context (Haezi-Etxadi Scale -HES). T MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and the second in 
girls. When there is no interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample. * = p< .05, ** = p< .01 and *** = p< .001 in beta coefficients.

Bayley N = 316 McCarthy N = 248

Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy All/Boys 0.82 (-5.15,6.79) 11.96 (1.35,22.57 ) T * 11.35 ( 2.47,20.23 ) T * 5.64 (-0.30,11.58) 11.34 (1.76,20.93 ) T * 13.67 (4.31,23.02 )T**

Girls -2.69 (-11.12,5.74 ) -0.61 (-7.66,6.45 ) -4.8 (-12.42,2.81 ) -2.87 (-10.31,4.57 )

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All/Boys 1.82 (-3.81,7.46 ) 0.16 (-6.47,6.80) 10.9(2.69,19.12 )T** 4.06 (-1.81,9.93) -0.15 (-6.17,5.87 ) 1.93 (-3.97,7.84)

Girls -1.63 (-8.86,5.61)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/Boys -0.14 (-4.82,4.53 ) 11.81 (3.77,19.84 )T** 2.28 (-1.95,6.52 ) 3.92 (-0.54,8.38) 9.8 (2.49,17.1 )T** 10.65 (3.49,17.8 )T**

Girls -1.72 (-7.87,4.42) -3.07 (-8.66,2.52 ) -1.70 (-7.17,3.78)

Trial Ex. 114.026



Supplementary Table S13. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy adjusting for deprivation index

Bayley N=3ie McCarthy N= 248
Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy All/Boys 

Girls

1.39 (-4.44,7.23 ) 12.65 ( 2.78,22.53 )T*

-0.88 (-8.58,6.82 )

6.62 ( 0.90,12.34 )* 6.39 ( 0.74,12.04 )* 10.78 ( 1.7,19.87 ) t *

-0.90 (-7.98,6.18 )

15.15 (5.83,24.47 )t**

0.8 (-6.46,8.06)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All/Boys

Girls

0.64 (-4.71,6) 0.72 (-5.20,6.63 ) 4.98 (-0.42,10.39) 4.45 (-0.91,9.82 ) 1.7 (-3.72,7.12) 3.4 (-2.20, 9)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/Boys 

Girls

1.36 (-3.17,5.89 ) 11.99(4.86,19.11 )T**

-0.73 (-6.54,5.07 )

4.36 ( 0.05,8.66 )* 4.38(0.13,8.63)* 9.02 ( 2.42,15.62 ) T **

-1.23 (-6.61,4.15)

11.89(5.11,18.66)1***

0.25 (-5.27,5.77)

Adjusted by sex of the child, age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, MEDEA Index of deprivation, IQ and smoking.
T MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level. When there is no interaction, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and the second in girls. In the rest of the cases, the first and 
only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample. * - p< .05, ** = p < .01 and *** - p< .001 in beta coefficients.

Trial Ex. 114.027



Table S14. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy adjusted by As urinary levels 
and Pb blood levels

Bayley N = 316 McCarthy N = 248

Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy Boys

Girls

2.5 (-3.61,8.61) 10.29 (-1.19,21.76)+

-1.8 (-9.76,6.16)

4.42 (-1.53,10.38) 5.62 (-0.44,11.69) 1.00 (-5.27,7.26) 12.43 ( 1.91,22.96 )t*

-0.94 (-8.26,6.38 )

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 0.54 (-5,6.07 ) -1.48 (-7.66,4.7) 4.44 (-1.06,9.94) 4.22 (-1.42,9.87) -0.36(-6.09,5.38) 1.55 (-4.11,7.22)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 Boys

Girls

2.81 (-1.98,7.6) 10.12 (1.93,18.31)T*

0.27 (-5.74,6.28)

2.35 (-2.11,6.82 ) 3.05 (-1.38,7.48) 1.06 (-3.51,5.64) 8.37 (0.78,15.95 )+*

0.09 (-5.48,5.65)

Adjusted by sex of the child, age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ,
smoking, cohort, As urinary levels, Pb levels (<LOD/>LOD). T Interaction between sex and MUFcr statistically significant at (p<0.05). + = interaction significant at the p <0.10 level. No significative 
interaction between As and Pb was found.

Supplementary Table S15 Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy adjusted by As 
and Mn urinary, Hg cord blood levels and Pb levels (<LOD/>LOD)

Bayley N = 316 McCarthy N = 248
Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy All/Boys

Girls

2.89 (-3.36,9.14) 2.62 (-4.22,9.46 ) 5.34 (-0.64,11.33 ) 6.26 ( 0.23,12.28 ) * 1.59 (-4.75,7.94) 12.42 ( 1.91,22.93 )T*

0.10 (-7.30,7.50)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All/Boys

Girls

1.31 (-4.27,6.89) -1.97 (-8.11,4.18) 4.57 (-0.95,10.09 ) 4.20 (-1.32,9.71) -0.35 (-6.1,5.40) 5.93 (-2.90, 14.77)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/Boys

Girls

2.81 (-2.06,7.68) 9.83 ( 1.58,18.08 ) + *

0.67 (-5.42,6.75 )

2.54 (-1.95,7.02) 3.23 (-1.16,7.61) 1.25 (-3.31,5.82) 3.14 (-1.47,7.76)

Adjusted by sex of the child, age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ, smoking, cohort 
and As and Mn urinary, Hg cord blood levels and Pb (<LOD/>LOD).
t MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level. + = interaction significant at the p <0.10 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys 
and the second in girls. When there is no interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample: * - p< .05, ** - p< .01 and *** - p< .001 in beta coefficients.

Trial Ex. 114.028



Bayley N=316 McCarthy N= 248

Supplementary Table S16 Multiple lineal regression model for the association between the zone (fluoridated/non-fluoridated) and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy)

Beta (IC 95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

Fluoridated zone No 0 (Ref.) 0(Ref.) 0 (Ref.) O(Ref.) 0 (Ref.) O(Ref.)

Yes 3.01 (-1.35,7.38) 1.91 (-2.7,6.52) -0.39 (-4.46,3.68) 4.72(0.67,8.76)* 1.81 (-2.35,5.97) 0.68 (-3.56,4.93)

Adjusted by sex of the child, age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ and smoking. 
* = p < .05.

Trial Ex. 114.029



Supplementary Table S17. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy, also including women with only one 
sample of urine (first or third trimester) available.

Bayley 
N=483

McCarthy 
N=379

Beta (IC95%)
Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy All/Boys 0.63 (-3.44,4.69) 9.53(2.75,16.32)1** 4.3 ( 0.5,8.09 ) 1** 9.16(2.82,15.5)1** 7.3 ( 0.65,13.96 ) 1* 11.66(5.23,18.09 )!***

Girls -1.86 (-7.01,3.29) 0.89 (-3.76,5.53) -1.00 (-3.81,3.81) -2.22 (-7.27,2.83) -1.14 (-6.01,3.74)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All/Boys 0.24 (-4.42,4.9 ) 1.89 (-3.33,7.11) 4.72(0.17,9.27)* 2.48 (-2.27,7.23 ) 2.5 (-2.43,7.43) 3.89 (-1.03,8.81)

Girls

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/Boys 1.16 (-2.67,4.99 ) 10.64(4.63,16.65)1** 8.22 ( 2.68,13.76 ) 1** 8.68(3.1,14.27)1** 7.58(1.82,13.34)1** 10.97(5.4,16.53)1***

Girls -2.49 (-7.34,2.37) -0.12 (-4.59,4.35) -0.13 (-4.64,4.38) -2.76 (-7.41,1.89) -2.15 (-6.64,2.34)

Adjusted by sex of the child, age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ and smoking.
T MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and the second in girls. When there is no interaction, the first and 

only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample. * = p< .05, ** = p < .01 and *** = p< .001 in beta coefficients.

Trial Ex. 114.030
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Supplementary Table 18. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during adjusted by 
fluoridated and non-fluoridated zone

Bayley N=316 McCarthy N= 248

Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy Boys -0.52 (-7,5.95) 13.35 ( 2.95,23.74 ) T* 7.82(1.58,14.07)* 4.08 (-2.21,10.36) 10.96 (1.56,20.36 ) T* 16.11 ( 6.64,25.59 )T*

Girls -2.11 (-10.71,6.48) -2.58 (-10.36,5.19) 0.69 (-7.15,8.52)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 -1.00 (-6.66,4.65) 0.27 (-6.12,6.65) 5.50 (-0.07,11.07) 2.63 (-2.96,8.23) 1.01 (-4.74,6.77) 3.5 (-2.36,9.36)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 Boys 0.33 (-4.52,5.19) 11.71 ( 4.31,19.12 ) t* 4.67 ( 0.08,9.26 )* 2.53 (-2.06,7.13) 8.71 (1.99,15.43 ) t* 11.74 ( 4.94,18.53)t*

Girls -1.51 (-7.94,4.91) -2.57 (-8.4,3.26 ) -0.17 (-6.06,5.73 )

Adjusted by sex of the child, age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ, 
smoking and zone (fluoridated yes/no). T MUFcr and zone interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the 
effect found in boys and the second in girls. When there is no interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01 and *** 
= p < .001 in beta coefficients.

Trial Ex. 114.032



Supplementary Table 19 Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy excluding children with 

scores below 2SD

Bayley N=309 McCarthy N= 233

Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy All/Boys 1.72 (-3.76,7.2)

Girls

15.14 (6.14,24.15 )T**

-4.57 (-11.84,2.69 )

7.7(2.25,13.16)** 6.55 (0.84,12.26 )* 12.82 (3.96,21.67 )T**

-3.28 (-10.43,3.87 )

16 ( 7.42,24.57 ) T***

-0.73 (-7.65,6.19)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12 All/Boys 1.05 (-3.95,6.06 )

Girls

-0.18 (-5.67,5.32) 6.15 ( 1.07,11.23 )* 4.81 (-0.53,10.14) 1.32 (-4.01,6.66) 3.26(-1.96,8.48)

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32 All/Boys 1.45 (-2.84,5.74)

Girls

14.05 (7.56,20.54 )T***

-3.18 (-8.52,2.16)

4.64 ( 0.55,8.74 )* 4.2 (-0.07,8.47 ) 10.66 (4.21,17.12 )T**

-2.89 (-8.2,2.42)

12.77 (6.52,19.02 )T***

-1.09 (-6.23,4.05 )

Adjusted by sex of the child, age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ and smoking, t 

MUFcr and sex interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level. + = interaction significant at the p <0.10 level. When this interaction is significant, first coefficient indicates the effect found in boys and 

the second in girls. When there is no interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for the whole sample. * - p< .05, ** - p< .01 and *** - p< .001 in beta coefficients.

Trial Ex. 114.033



Supplemantary Table 20. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels, stratified by fluoridated and non-fluoridated zone (MUFcr x Zone), and cognitive domains 
scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy.

Bayley N=316 McCarthy N= 248
Beta (IC95%) Fluoridated/Non-fluoridated 

Zone Mental
Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

MUFcr (mg/g): pregnancy Both zones/ Non-fluoridated

Fluoridated zone

-0.52 (-7,5.95 ) 15.58(3.71,27.45 )t**

-2.4 (-11.17,6.37)

7.82 ( 1.58,14.07 )* 4.08 (-2.21,10.36 ) 2.71 (-3.77,9.18) 15.46(4.55,26.36 )t**

1.96 (-6.09,10.02)

MUFcr (mg/g): week 12 Both zones -1(-6.66,4.65) 0.27 (-6.12,6.65 ) 5.5 (-0.07,11.07 ) 2.63 (-2.96,8.23) 1.01 (-4.74,6.77) 3.5 (-2.36,9.36)

MUFcr (mg/g): week 32 Both zones/ Non-fluoridated

Fluoridated zone

0.33 (-4.52,5.19) 16.11(7.4,24.81)1**

-2.3 (-8.6,3.99)

4.67 ( 0.08,9.26 )* 2.53 (-2.06,7.13) 2.17 (-2.56,6.9 ) 12.88(4.82,20.94 )T**

0.11 (-5.73,5.95)

Adjusted by sex of the child, age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ, smoking and
bottled zone (fluoridated yes/no). ■f*MUFcr and zone interaction statistically significant at the p <0.05 level. When there is no interaction, first coefficient indicates the effect found in non-fluoridated and 
the second fluoridated zones. When there is no interaction, the first and only coefficient is indicative of the effect detected for both zones. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01 and *** = p < .001.

Trial Ex. 114.034



Table 2. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy for boys

Bayley N=146 McCarthy N=125
Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

Zona NOfluorada Bayley N=70 McCarthy N=58

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32

-1.81 (-14.79,11.17 )

-3.64 (-15.76,8.48)

0.24 (-8.57,9.04)

29.76 ( 14.09,45.43 )

12.23 (-4.46,28.91)

20.67 ( 10.27,31.08 )

19.63 ( 5.89,33.38 )

16.13 ( 2.87,29.39 )

9.54 (-0.12,19.2)

12.08 (-0.38,24.54 )

2.88 (-9.35,15.1)

9.45 ( 1.21,17.7 )

15.56 ( 2.49,28.62 )

4.08 (-8.97,17.13 )

11.98 ( 3.39,20.57 )

27.71 ( 13.83,41.59)

15.19 ( 0.57,29.81)

17.31 ( 7.75,26.88 )

Zona fluorada Bayley N=75 McCarthy N=66

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32

2.63 (-13.08, 18.34)

4.42 (-8.97,17.81 )

-0.61 (-14.71,13.48)

-1.13 (-16.19,13.93 ) 

0.51 (-12.32,13.34)

-1.86 (-13.77,10.05 )

9.34(-6.95,25.63)

7.08 (-6.86,21.01 )

5.59 (-7.41,18.6)

3.45 (-13.07,19.97)

3.58 (-10.47,17.63 )

1.23 (-11.87,14.33)

6.97 (-10.39,24.33)

5.22 (-9.6,20.04)

4.23 (-9.57,18.02 )

5.06 (-11.46,21.58)

4.54 (-9.53,18.6)

2.43 (-10.7,15.55)

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, maternal social class, IQ and smoking.

Trial Ex. 114.035



Supplementary Table 22. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy 
stratified by maternal social class; only for boys

Bayley N-146 McCarthy N=125
Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

Maternal social class (manual) Bayley N=65 McCarthy N=50

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32

5.52 (-10.69,21.73)

-0.37 (-14.17,13.42 )

7.25 (-5.38,19.88)

10.74 (-5.75,27.24 ) 

5.87 (-8.35,20.09) 

7.71 (-4.88,20.3 )

10.81 (-4.42,26.03)

9.06 (-3.86,21.98)

5.22 (-6.6,17.03 )

13.1 (-1.53,27.73)

9.87 (-2.67,22.41)

7.22 (-4.19,18.64)

15.77 (1.1,30.44 )

12.6 ( 0.06,25.15 )

8.11 (-3.51,19.74)

13.63 (-2.43,29.69)

9.11 (-4.76,22.97)

8.45 (-3.97,20.87 )

Maternal social class (non-manual Bayley N=81 McCarthy N=75

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32

0.25 (-11.32,11.82)

3.19 (-8.47,14.85)

-1.55 (-10.42,7.32)

18.2 ( 3.74,32.66 )

7.51 (-8.52,23.54)

14.47 ( 4.56,24.39 )

14.17 (1.01,27.34)

12.45 (-1.6,26.5 )

8.35 (-0.98,17.68)

9.69 (-3.17,22.54)

1.55 (-12.27,15.38)

8.78 (-0.06,17.62 )

9.43 (-3.39,22.25)

-1.4 (-15.18,12.38)

9.84 (1.13,18.55 )

18.1 ( 4.91,31.29 )

9.88 (-4.76,24.52)

13.33 (4.18,22.47)

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, IQ and smoking.
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Supplementary Table 23. Multiple lineal regression models for the association between MUFcr (mg/g) levels and cognitive domains scores (Bayley and McCarthy) during pregnancy, 
stratified by quality of the family context; only for boys

Bayley N=14e McCarthy N=125
Beta (IC95%) Mental Verbal Performance Numeric Memory General cognitive

< median HES Bayley N=56 McCarthy N=51

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32

4.3 (-11.48,20.07)

4.97 (-9.85,19.79 )

2.11 (-11.19, 15.42 )

24.88 ( 4.89,44.87)

12.2 (-9.7,34.1)

20.13 ( 5.93,34.33)

17.79 (0.82,34.76 )

12.1 (-5.75,29.96)

12.62 ( 0.16,25.08 )

20.06 ( 3.51,36.62 )

5.85 (-12.48,24.17 )

18.34 ( 7.05,29.62 )

16.09 (-2.2,34.38)

3.82 (-15.61,23.25 )

15.16(2.35,27.98)

23.96 ( 6.25,41.67 )

12.32 (-7.29,31.93)

19.08(6.5,31.67)

> median HES Bayley N=56 McCarthy N=50

MUFcr (mg/g) at pregnancy

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 12

MUFcr (mg/g) at week 32

2.17 (-11.33,15.68)

4.75 (-9.01,18.51)

2.11 (-11.19, 15.42 )

2.88 (-12.39,18.14 )

-2.83 (-17.32,11.65 )

5.25 (-6.36, 16.87)

6.71 (-5.99,19.41)

10.22 (-1.51,21.95)

1.23 (-8.68,11.13 )

10.63 (-3.12,24.38 )

13.26 ( 0.55,25.97 )

3.86 (-6.99,14.71)

8.78 (-4.43,21.99 )

6.66 (-6,19.32)

6 (-4.21,16.21)

7.05 (-6.08,20.17)

5.94 (-6.56,18.44)

4.42 (-5.71,14.56)

Adjusted by age of the child at the time of the test (only for McCarthy), order of the child (between siblings), nursery at 14 months, breastfeeding, IQ and smoking. 
There were 34 and 24 missing values at each follow up.
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Supplementary Figure 1. GAM models depicting Bayley's scores in function of MYFcr (mg/g) levels by time of pregnancy.
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Supplementary Figure 1 (cont.). GAM models depicting Bayley's scores in function of MYFcr (mg/g) levels by time of pregnancy.
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Supplementary Figure 1 (cont.). GAM models depicting Bayley's scores in function of MUFcr (mg/g) levels by time of pregnancy.
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Supplementary Figure 2. McCarthy's verbal, memory and General Cognitive Index scores: Sex-MUFcr interaction term plots.
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